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What follows is a quite complete list of published works by Anne Buttimer (1938-2017), done on the bases of a file that she had redacted. At each title a link has been added, leading to a full-text version when available in public research repositories, or to a publisher’s webpage when a public full-text was not available. This complies with Professor Buttimer’s wishes to have her works publicly consultable online, in the context of efforts going on at the School of Geography to store and render accessible her archives and personal library.


1981 Reflections on Lundagård, Lund Studies in Geography, SER B, Human Geography; No. 48, 2-14, [preprint link]


1982 Raison, rationalité et créativité humaine, Travaux de l'Institut Géographique de Reims, No. 51-52, 11-22, [preprint link]


1987 Life experience as catalyst for cross-disciplinary communication, Journal of geography and higher education, 11, No. 2, 133-141,


1996 Twilight and dawn for Geography in Ireland. In P. Bowler and N. Whyte, eds.,


Milieu in Hemingway's Fiction


2001 Beyond Humboldtian Science and Goethe's Way of Science: Enduring themes in Alexander von Humboldt's Geography. Erdkunde, Band 55, Heft 2,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305398637_Humanistic_Geography


https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305398237_Sustainable_Landscapes_and_Lifeways_Scale_and_Appropriateness

https://www.ria.ie/irish-innovators-science-and-technology

2002 Hindsight and foresight in the practice of geography, *Geographica Hafniensis* 11, 9-14
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/292446453_Hindsight_and_foresight_in_the_practice_of_geography

2002 L'idéal et le matériel: Lecons et défis géographiques du XXe siècle. *Geopoint*, 344-351,


http://www.homeofgeography.org/fr/Publications/vol2.html


2004 Geography for the third millennium: Inventory and prospect. In Angel M. Cabeza, ed., Bogota: *Perspectiva Geografica* No 10, 11-22, [https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anne_Buttimer/publication/305398433_Geography_for_the_Third_Millennium_Inventory_and_Prospect/links/578cfe508ae254b1de86b8a/Geography-for-the-Third-Millennium-Inventory-and-Prospect.pdf](https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anne_Buttimer/publication/305398433_Geography_for_the_Third_Millennium_Inventory_and_Prospect/links/578cfe508ae254b1de86b8a/Geography-for-the-Third-Millennium-Inventory-and-Prospect.pdf)


2009 (with Avril Maddrell) An Interview with Anne Buttimer: an autobiographical


Lar, horizontes de alcance e o sentido de lugar, Geograficidade | v.5, n.1, Verão 2015, https://www.academia.edu/27089501/Lar_horizontes_de_alcance_e_o_sentido_de_lugar


‘Retirement? You must be joking’, The Arab World Geographer, 19(1-2), 27-